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An Elementary Review Of How Air Is Pushed



and How Propellers Propel



Part 3 of 4 Written and Illustrated by George B. Collinge (EAA 67 Lifetime) 5037 Marlin Way Oxnard, CA 93030 thetical balloons or air particles being pushed down. But unlike the airplane picture, now each revolution repeatedly pushes air particles downward and on top of the preceding ones Fig. 39. Instead of the new particles coming at the wing almost horizontally, they now come down from above, even though in a relative sense the process of circulation has to be identically the same. Indeed, if one were travelling along with the rotating and advancing airfoil or blade Fig. 40, its streamlines (and the balloons) would look similar to those around a wing. (Fig. 40 is in fact a direct transposition of Fig. 39). The only change from an ordinary airfoil flowdiagram is that the picture is now steeply inclined to



face into the relative flow created by the combination Fig. 36 — Lift is the useable part of the product of circulation.



LN AIRFOIL PUSHES air downward, the reaction to which is mostly "lift". It is measured at 90 degrees to the direction of motion Fig. 36, and is opposed by



the weight of the aircraft. If it were possible to view a dual line of air particles or balloons that were being pushed down by a passing wing, it might look like what is shown in Figure 37. Black and white balloons, as used in part one, symbolize which go over and which go under. ROTATING AIRFOILS



A moving wing pushes air. A revolving propeller



also pushes air, but with a difference. Assume that instead of a wing travelling in a straight line it is now pivoted and is rotating as in Fig. 38. Each time it passes, the activity it produces will be observed. Visualize hypo-



of the actual helical path of the blade and the inflow velocity. The obvious widening of the stream Fig. 39, is due to the phase shift now crosswise the plane of rotation. The deflection and hence acceleration that is given to the entire air mass by the blade cannot be instantaneous. Though the air is pulsed to a degree, there is in reality a continuous downward speed-up which causes those particles some distance above to begin moving downward. This is why, in propeller theory, it is held that half of the velocity obtained by the air particles occurs before they get to the actual blade or propulsive disk and that they do not reach maximum speed until well past the energy-input stage (plane of rotation). To review: the downward and slightly sideways movement of air under the blade causes the air above to naturally begin to flow in the same general direction. In other words, a converging mass of air is created by the propeller and is in turn consumed by it. The inflow autoFig. 37 — Any airplane in flight Is supported by the process of pushing air downward.
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Fig. 3( — Watching • rotating airfoil.
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through the plane of the propeller, because, and it is emphasized, it is the propeller that creates the inflow in the first place! Therefore there would be the same angle of attack on each blade for each complete revolution. The angle remains essentially constant up to at least 15 degrees of yaw or pitch (ref. 20). This certainly encompasses the normal operating attitude-range of the average airplane. Therefore it must be clearly evident that "P-factor" (another popular theory in this country) is not supported by fact and is in the same category as the Dayton airfoil fiction, described in part one. To further reassert and illustrate the self-aligning feature of an inflow, Fig. 41 shows an extreme condition, that of a speeding (right to left) ground-effect machine. Graphically indicated is how it almost completely straightens its intake flow parallel to the pump axis (ref. 21).



The foregoing chapters have been concerned with normal operation of a tractor airplane. It is not intended to detail here the flow through autogyro or helicopter rotors. It might just be noted however that in the case of a convertiplane, where in flight the propeller axis rotates through 90 degrees Fig. 42, a condition commonly termed "side-force" or "normal-force" becomes a factor in regard to lift and balance (ref. 22 & 23). STREAMTUBE



Fig. 39 — Successive air particles pushed downwards.
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Fig. 40 — Relative-flow pattern around propeller blade is



identical to that around wing.



matically tends to align itself with the path of those particles which have just gone through the blades. They all follow each other. As with a wing, which has an upwash ahead of it, the inflow just before the blade also experiences a momentum and angular change. It is the beginning of the impulse of circulation given by the blade and by which it bends and accelerates the flow. There can be no acceleration without bending nor bending without acceleration. The end product, the deflected and accelerated flow is. as from a wing, in turmoil due to the two sheared air masses rejoining at different speeds and generating a vortex sheet between them. Consider a revolving propeller on the nose. If the airplane yaws somewhat, this self generated inflow tilts with it, so that the air still tends to move without change



For a given power input, the potential thrust of a propeller is greatest when forward speed is zero (ref. 24). One of the exceptions would be where the blade angles are too coarse, as they could be with a fixed pitch propeller (ref. 25). As an airplane's speed increases and the propeller moves into its induced flow region so to speak, there is gradually less acceleration and bending (rotation) given to the air. A point will be reached where the thrust is diminished to where it will only just equal the drag and that will be the maximum level speed at that altitude. Seemingly inconsistent, as the speed of the airplane increases, so does the speed of the slipstream, even though the amount of thrust is decreasing. The ratio of the two speeds is greatest at the start of take-off. At top speed the slipstream velocity for a clean aircraft will only be a small amount over that of the airplane's actual speed. The total air flow through a propeller cannot normally be seen but it may be visualized as a tube of air, shaped and constrained by the various pressures developed Fig. 43. As the mass of fluid remains constant, the tube must contract where the velocity increases (ref. 26). The gradual slow-down and the expansion to atmospheric pressure, unite with the centrifugal element to enlarge the tube diameter downstream. This entire tube of air, in a sense, becomes part of the airplane and has a destabilizing effect, at least on a tractor, most pronounced at low speeds and at high-power settings (ref. 27). For an obscure reason or reasons, some folks have difficulty in accepting the very idea of a rotating slipstream and will at best only grudgingly admit that such a condition exists. In spite of obvious positive evidence, this question of whether or not the slipstream has or has not a rotational component has been raised in the recent past by a number of aviation magazines. One printed photographs of a long ribbon held in the slipstream of a parked, running-up Bellanca to show that, surprise, (ref. 28) there really was a rotation! Another magazine used photographs of a tufted lightplane to indicate the "negligible" angularity of the flow behind the propeller over the upper cowl (ref. 29). There was such a tiny angle showing, the writer's advice was to forget about slipstream rotation. One wonders what would happen if, for instance, axial-flow turbine designers forSPORT AVIATION 17



Fig. 41 — A GEM at cruising speed.



Fig. 45 — Smoke, as dense as possible, is prime requirement.



Fig. 42 — Curtiss-Wright X-100.
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Fig. 43 — Slipstream.



flow angle. Furthermore, tufts on a surface tend to follow and align with that surface whereas they will often show quite different angles of flow if positioned 2 or 3 inches above it. Also, when tufts are taped in line, the significance of a few degrees angularity is sometimes lost or masked. Better results might be obtained when all tapes are randomly positioned. Placing tufts directly behind and in line with a thick hub section which has little thrust, is not going to indicate much more than pulsed turbulence. As a conclusion to this third of four parts, a description is offered of a simple rig that can be put together in a very short time. It will help the visualization of some aspects of relative propeller flow, although in the static mode only Fig. 45. In lieu of a custom-compounded colored smoke-stick, various devices can be substituted. A steady thin stream of smoke is desirable. Smoke is usually a light gray, hence the requirement of a dark background and a strong point-source light. A cigar in the end of a flex hose, with a drop of oil on the burning tip every few seconds, will work satisfactorily and do a fine job of fumigating the shop. Good results have been obtained with a small electric-fan motor, the rpm being held down a little by a high-pitched propeller. The separation of the stream around the blades was distinctly discernible as was the widened diffused afterflow. Under certain combinations of blade-shape and rpm, upstream pulses can sometimes be seen. Part 4 will include a review of different kinds of propellers. Reler*nc« For Part 3 20 — Edward P Warner. Airplane Design, page 531. McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc.. New York. 1936



21 — Wolfgang F Merzkirch. Making Flows Visible. International Science and Technology magazine page 47. October 1966 22 — H V



Borst. Curtiss-Wright Corporation. The High-Speed VTOL X-100 and



M-2000 Aircraft. Aerospace Engineering magazine. August 1962. 23 — Herbert S Ribner. NACA Report No 820 Propellers in Yaw. Langley Field. Virginia. 7 April 1943 24 — Sydney V. James. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Aerial Screw Propeller Practice. Aero and Hydro magazine, page 162. 30 November 1912 It was understood well in the early days, that measuring static thrust was not a measure of its propulsive efficiency in flight



Fig. 44 — Right-hand or clockwise propeller rotation as viewed from the cockpit.



25 — Thomas G. Foxworth. The Speed Seekers, page 162. Doubleday & Company Inc . New York. 1974 First test of the Gordon Bennett Curtiss 'Texas Wildcat' revealed that it had to be pushed to start it rolling, even with full throttle Its propeller was designed for 200 mph



got about the rotational aspect of compressor flows and



26 — Edward P Warner. Airplane Design, page 513. McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc . New York, 1936 27 — Clark B Millikan. Aerodynamics ol the Airplane, page 150. John Wiley & Sons



forgot to include straightening or stator blades! Curiously, in this particular article, there was no mention



that the test airplane's (T-18) engine is offset to starboard Fig. 44, which of course would reduce the apparent 18 JUNE 1981



Inc . New York. 1941



28 — Ken Rodman. Myths for Hangar Hassles. Plane and Pilot magazine, pages 51 to 53. July 1970



29 — Peter Garrison. Will of the Wisps. Flying magazine, pages 70 to 71 plus. July 1973
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Lift and Thrust, Part 2 - Size 

In baseball (and softball) the pitcher can impart a spin, Fig. 31, to cause the ball to drop, rise, curve left or right. Igor Sikorsky once made tests to discover that.
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Lift And Thrust - Part 4 - Size 

It was not put into production. Many factors .... matter what shape, behind the hub area, tractor fashion, .... to disrupt assembly lines too much, large sections of.
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Lift and Thrust, Part 1 of 4 

water or steam is directed downward out of a slot along either side of the ..... into the relative sense, that of viewing the moving flow past a stationary airfoil, as is ...
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Lift, Thrust and Drag 

of some photographs of the air flow round wings and propellers. These pictures were taken in a wind tunnel at Cambridge University*, and the streamlines were ...
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Lift, Thrust and Drag 

on Jim Frost's Stits Playboy, and the wing rack arrangement shown in the picture of L. R. Eaves' Cougar. (SA 2-59 page 14). If you have any questions regard-.
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Lift and Thrust, Part 1 of 4 - Size 

large increase of energy injected into it (from the lungs) and so .... until its kinetic energy was expended whereupon it .... Hg. 16 â€” One cure for early separation.
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Using e6 Part 3 - Print and Cut 

already customized with the spot color foils which these devices often use. ... If you do many print-and-cut jobs that include spot colors, you will probably wish to ...
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thrust - Para2000 

Sep 12, 2005 - 2 CONSTRUCTION. The glider is constructed ... crumpled valves will not adversely affect the safety of the wing. 5 TRIMMING ..... rather than resist the inflation; this reduces the tendency of the glider to lift the pilot prematurely.
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Thrust Propellerst 

Because the blades rotate, the tip moves faster than the hub. ... The angle of attack of the airfoils at the tip is lower than at the hub because it is moving at a.
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thrust - Para2000 

Sep 12, 2005 - CHANGING LINE DIAMETER/STRENGTHS CAN HAVE FATAL. CONSEQUENCES. Every six months one lower A, B, C and D line must be ...
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Orogenic systems, including their external fold-and-thrust belts and 

structural, thermal and rheological inheritance, together with coupling between surface and deep processes. Thermochronology has recently brought new ...
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PROPELLER- General thrust equation 

force equals mass time acceleration a. F = m * a ... force term equal to the exit area Ae times the exit pressure minus the free stream pressure. The general.
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Modeling the Thrust Phase 

pressurized inert gas, principally stored inside the rocket, as its energy source. ... hard-core types who write and use water-rocket simulations. .... Ideal Gas Law.
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Tail Incidence, Part 3 - Size 

In case you forgot, the fancy calculus notationc dCL/dAlpha (pronounced " ...... Robert E., John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New. York, 1949. Airplane Aerodynamics ...
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Zero Thrust Glide Testing 

5 times the real energy requirement! Put an 18 .... wonderful sheet metal work, pumping ... You want to match the slowing layered airflow at the nose. (or rear). ... weekend I had a moderately good ball .... model airplane music wire set up as an.
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Lift Is 

made it appear that the experts don't know what lift is. It is always fair .... Since a flat plate has no cam- ..... by the Farrington Aircraft Corporation, P. O. Box 9,.
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06 Lift 

in terms of forces, so we might as well learn the terminology. ... Weight is the force directed downward from the center of mass of the airplane towards the center ...
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Pool-lift 

De Blomboogerd 8. 4003 BX TIEL. Postbus 6116. 4000 HC TIEL. Tel: 0344-640 800. Fax: 0344-640 885. NORWAY. Getinge-Arjo AS. Ole Deviks vei 4, 4. etasje.
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4 3 4 55 Part 5 Disassembly and Maintenance 

It is advisable to remove lime buildup on the booster heater to extend its life span, ... To do so, drain the sanitary water tank, remove the booster heater from.
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Liasse fiscale FAST LIFT 

informations sur plus de 8 millions d'entreprises, avec un accÃ¨s Ã  l'ensemble des .... 104 224. 147 909. 395 460. 368 133. 268 197. 1 283 923. 2 375 842.
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Lift Is - Size 

It is always fair game to criticize the establishment and build up one's ..... vance ratio which would give an angle of attack of 4 de- grees. The Clark Y airfoil has ...
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4 3 4 5 3 Part 3 Troubleshooting 

Low-voltage or over-voltage detection. 3â€“44. U4. Signal transmission error (indoor outdoor unit). 3â€“45. U7. Signal transmission error (indoor outdoor unit). 3â€“47.
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Lift Points 

Aug 1, 2014 - Dave Lelonek. 3.0 Factory Jack Points: (Note: Image taken from F355 Sales Brochure). Lift points / locations shown in green circles ...
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General medicine and surgery for dental practitioners. Part 3 ... - Nature 

break down the sebum to free fatty acids causing comedone formation. The exact cause of the subsequent inflammation is unknown. Antibiotics such as tetra-.
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